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Saturday, March 2 of 2019

SPECIAL APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDÚ,
URUGUAY TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Praise be God and may He bless this earth.

A cycle closes today to start a new one.

This new cycle comes to meet My children so that you can be strengthened, so that you learn to
deepen in Love and in the experience of Divine Grace.

This cycle ends with Me today, and from My Heart to the heart of each one of My children.

I am glad to see the response of those who pray, the maturity of the consciousness, the
responsibility of the believers; because although it may not seem so, My children, the Plan of God is
being built in humanity, even if it is silently.

Today I come as that Rose of Light that must be opened in your hearts, which must be at the center
of your essences so that, even more, the Mystery of God can be revealed to the world and, the
creatures of the Earth, all human beings, become aware of the higher and spiritual life, so that you
can live the Will of God just as He has written it.

Today, My children, I come to contemplate the wonders that God performs in the lives of people, in
the soul of every believer in God, in the spirit of every being who is a participant in the good news
for the end of these times.

Today I come to give importance to the strength that your lives have reached on the path of prayer
and transformation, of dedication to the Divine Plan, of absolute surrender to the call of God, which
is presented from time to time and age to age.

Today is the time to see, with the eyes of hope, the miracles of God in this humanity, even though
the world is being purified and still cannot find peace.

But, yes, you My children, have lived that peace with Me, together with My Son and Saint Joseph,
in every moment of prayer, in every moment of supplication, where your souls are confirmed in this
celestial commitment that you came to live on Earth.

Today, because it is a special day for Me and for you, My children, the retrograde forces of the
planet are quiet and a moment of peace is established in the consciousness of humanity, inexplicable
death is not provoked, and souls have the opportunity of seeing God, because being immersed in the
internal planes, you reach the Mercy of God and the Divine Piety.

This is the moment that I had been waiting so long to accomplish and be able to see with My eyes
of grace: the fulfillment of God's Will on Earth, beyond imperfections, diseases or doubts.

The triumph of the Heart of God must always be present in your lives, strengthening this trust and
this intimacy of being able to be with God in communion with His immaterial Life and with the
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entire Universe.

Today the Sky touches the Earth, the Aurora is reborn and the fallen stars rise by the impulse of the
Light and the Redemption.

And in this heavenly firmament that is open above Me, God can testify to the response of the Love
of His children, the Love that His creatures have for that which is unknown or unreachable.

But today, the mystery holds no secrets, the doors of the Heavens are open so that the Celestial
Fraternity can work in humanity, and a deep and inner balance be established in all those who said
"yes", for those who said "no ".

My children, the Spiritual Universe communicates with the Earth and this inner contact is
established between your souls and God, with your attributes and principles that come to realize on
Earth the Divine Will.

Many unpayable debts today are forgiven by My Grace.

Many inexplicable cures are granted today and you will see through the ages the work of Divine
Grace that is born from the Heart of your Heavenly Mother, through the impulse that God sends to
His creatures.

Therefore, My children, never cease to aspire to reach the High and may the Celestial Spheres come
to meet you. Your hearts are already prepared to be in communion with the Celestial Universe.

Therefore, what I give you today is something very immaterial, one of the greatest treasures of God,
from His Source, delivered and donated by His Eternal Heart for a sick and destroyed humanity,
who forgot about Love because it could not see the Truth.

But you My children, who walked by My side and will continue to walk with Me for this surrender
of life to do the Will of God, for the realization of His Plan, for the realization of His Grace and His
Mercy on Earth, continue with perseverance and faith, because this is what will establish Peace
within you and in the world.

In this new cycle that is coming, together with Our Sacred Hearts, great challenges will knock at the
doors of your hearts, important missions must be fulfilled for this final cycle, in order to continue
generating balance in humanity and on this planet, so wounded and outraged.

Together we will build the aspirations of God, as long as your answers remain unconditional, true
and simple before the Heart of the Hierarchy.

While the Universe pauses to listen to My Word and contemplate My presence in the Presence of
the living God, I bring to Earth a great opportunity.

Because on this special day I have prayed to God, in union with your prayers and hearts, to continue
to come into the world, because My children cannot be without guidance and without instruction;
but I hope that one day the word of the Hierarchy will be valued and it will be known that each of
our words is a key that opens a door for liberation and redemption, for the guidance of the life of the
spirit through the path of truth and goodness.
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Now is the time to work even more with the planet so that the doors of evil may be  closed and for
hearts to be reborn in faith, knowing that you are not alone, that you are not abandoned, that God
expects to embrace each of his children so that they may feel the warmth of His fatherhood and His
eternal, unchanging and inextinguishable Love.

It is this same Love that I offer you, My children, every day, through My Rose of Peace; because I
know that your hearts and your lives can be transformed into a beautiful flower, which is offered to
God all the time.

This is how your essence will shine, your purpose will be fulfilled and you will fulfill the mission
that you came to carry out on Earth.

Your will not be far from the Truth, but very close to the Source of Wisdom, living and following
the principles that the Divine Messengers have given you through recent times.

All these principles are a door for the healing of humanity, because many miracles have already
been granted to the world. Now is the time for My children to conquer these miracles through your
effort and prayer.

The door of Grace is open so that many more can plunge into its ocean of Light and Grace. It is just
making the right and simple effort.

Today I gather with my hands your essences, transformed into roses of light, which will be
presented before the Eternal Father, at this time and in this cycle, with the experience of love and
forgiveness lived by you, so that this experience of love and of Forgiveness continues to multiply
and expand, so that the whole Earth may be blessed by an extraordinary Grace.

I receive from your hearts your supplications and intentions, I welcome in My Motherly Heart each
of your souls. And just as I had My Son in my arms, today I hold you, so that you know that you are
under My protection and shelter, in the arms of the Love of God and His infinite Grace.

Light the flame of the Love of God in your hearts and may this flame never go out, may this flame
be lit with your prayer and service for others, for the triumph of My Immaculate Heart.

I will be with you, My children, transmitting My instructions, from now on, every Sunday, until I
fulfill what God has asked me to accomplish in this world.

Remain vigilant in prayer and watchful of the Eucharist so that the attributes of God can be
established on Earth and souls never, never again forget that Love is invincible and will always
triumph.

And now I want to hear a song, as if it were a prayer, which will be offered by each of you, in this
important moment of renewal with the Hierarchy.

The song is called Mirarte.

And so, My children, I bless you and I pour out  My Peace so that peace is in the world.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

I thank you for responding to My call!


